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1 Welcome! This workbook is for seekers, healers & therapists familiar with IFS terms

Familiarize yourself with this
workbook

Prepare materials (See page 2)

Turn on audio guide!

YOUR NEXT STEPS

welcome, soul-seeker!

Lucille

I'm honored by your trust in guiding your
inward journey. Like you, I'm a soul-seeker,
and I get what deep growth you're after. 
  

My groundbreaking system for learning
solo IFS developed over a decade of
exploration as I became a psychotherapist,
art therapist, and Jungian analyst-in-
training. It's also lovingly shaped by the
shamanic practices of my grandmother. I'm
one of the most experienced IFS therapists
in the world, officially trained in 2011. 
 

I developed this audio guide to empower
you to claim IFS as your personal tool for
healing. May you feel my cheers as you
develop into your own inner healer!

Lucille Aaron-Wayne, MA

Want my live
support?

My SOUL-led IFS
Mastermind gives
you personalized,
in-the-moment
guidance
 

Details: See page 6
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Ideas for your ritual object:

Inspiration for your opening words:

And this learning happens through doing. Like learning to ride a bike - or a
beautiful, powerful horse. By combining this workbook with the audio guide, you'll
dive right into solo IFS - even if you feel a bit unsure at the start - and start learning
by doing! Want my live guidance & troubleshooting while you voyage? See how on page 6

SOLO IFS IS A LEaRNaBLE SKiLL

How to Prepare

60 min in a private space

Opening words (See page 5)

Pen and journal - or use this
workbook's journaling space
(See page 4)

materials for your voyage
YOU'LL NEED

Ritual object (See page 5)

Welcome

Midway Tips

Wrap-Up 

Closing

0:00

Optional: 
Your Runway

Audio Ends

Opening: 
OLD Steps

0:02

0:07

0:25

0:42

0:55

1:00

Here is what you will hear in the audio guide:
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we open with the OLD steps:
O = Object L  =  Language D = Dance

THE RECENT: Think of a recent situation or issue that agitated you.
During your voyage: Ask what part(s) were involved. 

OPEN INVITATION: Start by writing an open question such as: Who's
here now?  Or: "Who would like my attention?"  

HERE AND NOW: Notice what's going on inside of you - emotions, pure
physical sensations, even a visual image or memory. Write down a
description of what you're noticing.

1

2

3

YoU CAN PICK A QUESTIoN TO WRiTE ON:

3 starting "runways" 

Possible follow-up questions for parts: What is the part's job? What does it
fear will occur if it doesn't do that job? When did it first learn to do that job?

YoUR CENTRaLTASKS

Show up Notice Be Real
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journaling space
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SOLO IFS VOYAGE
Responsibly venturing into non-ordinary reality, with an intention
to meet what arises (like parts) with respect and authenticity*

OPENING WORDS
One of the steps of starting a solo IFS voyage is speaking aloud
your intention. This could be a standard phrase, a prayer, 
a line of a poem - or a simple hope for what will happen

Another part of the voyage opening. This is a special-feeling item
you can hold and enjoy looking at. Such as: a candle; rock or
other nature material;  printed photo, artwork or mini sculpture

RITUAL OBJECT
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glossary for soul-seekers
LUCILLE'S USE OF TERMS

This is the non-tangible dimension where you meet your parts.
It's the realm of embodied creative expression, 
shamanic journeys, and active imagination

NON-ORDINARY REALITY

* - It's natural to blend with a range of strong
feelings (even dislike, fear and anger). 
Pay attention to what unfolds in you, and 
be as honest about that as you can. It's that
authenticity- not striving to always remain in
Self - that's the key to building inner trust

IFS + Jung + shamanistic practices form
the roots of Lucille's approach to solo IFS. 
Read more if these terms are new to you
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get live support while you voyage

I F S  m a s t e r m i n d

YoUR QUESTIONS FoR LUCILLE
DURING MASTeRMIND INTERVIEW:

learn advanced skills
for solo IFS

GET ReADY TO:

discover your soul's unique way
to heal through solo parts work 
+ grow with Lucille's live guidance
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get direct support
while you voyage

further develop your
talent for inner healing

APPLY HERE: SeekDeeply.com/mastermind

save your spot!

https://artoftherapy.nl/mastermind
https://artoftherapy.nl/mastermind

